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On a scale of 1 to 10, how contented are you at this moment?

Why have you given yourself that number?

It can be an elusive thing, contentment. What makes for this? What part do faith
and hope play?

I guess that while our responses might differ, I hope most Christians would say
something about a good relationship with God and along with the majority of the
population, would include healthy relationships and enough money; even a sense
that things are well with the world.

And in terms of the latter, it’s safe to say things are currently not great - nations
seem to be hurtling mindlessly towards a cliff, intent on throwing themselves
over, the gulf between rich and poor widening, insufficient progress in relation to
racial justice and environmental concerns, too many leaders leaving too much to
be desired … And if that wasn’t enough, we now contend with Covid-19, that has
hit the entire planet and touched us all, one way or another.
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Keeping up with the news in 2020, looking at what can be seen, we have more than
enough reasons to be less than content. But have you noticed that often
contentment seems to have less to do with  external circumstances, more to do
with personality and will…and faith.

I have long wished that St Paul had written more. Or less. Or differently. It’s a pity
you didn’t add contentment to your list of spiritual gifts in Galatians 5, Paul!  But
perhaps you included it with ‘peace’? Whatever ! Some people seem to be naturally
contented, others far less so and the rest of us somewhere in between. But
wherever we are on the contentment scale, and however variable this is day to day,
faith can make a positive difference, as we pray for more of it and practice using it.
Paul tells the Christians in Philippi he has done this ‘pray and practice’.  Read
Philippians 4:4-7 to see how he does it.

If like me, you have the ability to worry (it’s one of my gifts!), practicing replacing
worry with prayers of thanks and request can build faith. And faith can give us the
ability to see events through a different lens, with a different perspective.
With faith that God is ever-present and ultimately in control we can look back and
ask questions such as, ‘Are our present day leaders any worse than … Nero? Atilla?
Hitler? Are we really in a worse mess today than in the c14th when bubonic plague
killed 60% of Europe’s population?’ With faith we recognise the love of God at
work as people survived terrible times, communities adapted, cultures evolved.

When the news is good – the Covid death graph is going down, a vaccine looks
more likely – keeping up with developments can give everyone hope. But whatever
we read or hear, faith can give us hope that relies on a reality beyond the news.
Faith gives us hope that ‘passes understanding’ – not just that things will work out
– but the belief that God is and that God is in control. And so our restlessness can
be  calmed and whoever we are and whatever our circumstances, we can find a
measure of peace and contentment.
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“So we do not lose heart … because we look not on what can be seen but on what

cannot be seen, for what can be seen is temporary, what cannot be seen is eternal.”    

2 Corinthians 4:16-18


